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Superfast
Broadband
for Cholesbury
Your support is vital –
please register now!
• If we don’t all register now, the chances
for the community to get faster
broadband will be diminished.
• You will be under no obligation by
registering.
• If you run a business from home, register
as business premises.
• If you work from home in connection
with your employment, register as
residential and make a note of your
requirements for good broadband in the
box provided for comments.
• If you have additional telephone lines,
register each one individually.
• Register online before 7 December at
www.connectedcounties.org/register.
Readers of Hilltop News will be painfully
aware that their home broadband access to
internet communications is woefully slow
and unreliable on the Cholesbury exchange
telephone numbers which are in the 01494
757xxx and 758xxx range. Irrespective of
your personal needs for Internet access,
the lack of fast broadband will seriously
impede your ability to sell your property for
the best price if and when the need arises.
But now you have the opportunity to do
something about it. Please read the article
on page 8 to find out how.
The Hilltop News team wish you all a very
merry Christmas and a happy New Year.
Hilltop News

Who provided the Halloween fun this year?
Find out inside…

Also in this issue…
• Local Hospice care is thriving.
• James Nisbet on the power of thought.
• Hilltops provide safe haven for donkeys.
• Mike Wallis helps out at steam rally.

Plus our regular features…
Chris Brown looks at the seasonal wonders
of mistletoe and holly.
Our Curvaceous Cook provides an Italian
flavour to the festive season.
…plus all the news from our churches,
school, pubs, clubs, councils and societies.

Front cover
A seasonal illustration
by Michael Spark
Inside font cover
Local images from the
2014 Hilltops calendar.
Got your copy yet? See
the HCCPS feature for
details…
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THE PARISH COUNCIL
Roadworks
I was a bit ahead of myself (and also ahead
of Bucks CC’s Highways department) last
time in reporting that minor patching
work had been completed along The Vale
towards Chesham! Unfortunately, though
the road was comprehensively marked
up, nothing has actually happened yet,
although I hope to have a schedule for this
work by the time you are reading this.
Road repairs inevitably go quiet over
winter, but please keep an eye out for
any serious or dangerous defects and let
Transport for Bucks know via e-mail (tfb@
buckscc.gov.uk) or by phone (0845 2302882).
In the last Hilltop News, I also reported that
the gullies were cleared at the bottom of
Cholesbury Lane by Sandpit Hill Cottages in
late August – which they really were – but the
relentless rain in November has got the better
of the work and they have filled up again,
leading to yet more flooding. I have been
assured that an emergency order has been
raised to get them cleared again, along with
the gullies that are flooding on Oak Lane, so
hopefully they will have been done by early
December.

savings in a few areas and we ended the
last financial year with some money left
over. We are extremely lucky that we have
a couple of very generous and practical
councillors who are able to help out with
a variety of maintenance tasks, such as
regularly mowing the Green at Buckland
Common or trimming the hedges at the
allotments, in return for nothing more than
some diesel money. Other councils have to
pay contractors for these services so we are
very grateful for their help in keeping our
– and therefore your – costs to a minimum.
We run a tight ship!
Spending cuts at Bucks CC
I have heard recently that Bucks CC is
cutting our mobile library services in half
again, leaving us with just one monthly
visit on a Friday to Coppice Farm Park.
See your Parish Council noticeboards for
the next few dates. Boards can be found
at St Leonards Parish Hall, by the Green
at Buckland Common, at the Cricket Club
car park and outside the Black Horse
pub. There are also proposals to cut bus

services in Chesham, Amersham and the
surrounding villages from February 2014
and councillors will have considered and
responded to these proposals in November.
Our local buses are numbers 149 and 194. If
you use these buses or know someone who
does and you wish to add your opinions
about the proposed changes, you can
contact the Passenger Transport Team via
e-mail on passtrans@buckscc.gov.uk. The
consultation closes on 6 December, so you’ll
need to be quick if you’re to have your say!
Chilterns Conservation Board
The CCB is putting together its next fiveyear management plan and it is currently
open for consultation with the public.
You can read the document at www.
chilternsaonb.org/conservation-board/
management-plan.html and any comments
need to be sent in by 13 December.

It only remains for me to say I hope that
your Christmas preparations are going well
(for those of you who are so unspeakably
organised as to have started, at any rate)
and I wish everyone a peaceful, happy
Christmas and New Year.
Susie Bell, Clerk to the Council
758408 parish.clerk@f-12.co.uk

Your councillors are:
John Allen, Chairman: 758095
Nigel Blomfield, 758314
Chris Brown, 758890
Philip Matthews, 758205
John Minting, 758206
Francis Sanger, 758767
Liz van Hullen, 758800

Annual budget
We set our annual budget at our October
meeting and will be holding it at 2013/14
levels for 2014/15. This is quite an
achievement given how most costs only
ever seem to go up, but we’ve made some
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THE COUNTY COUNCIL

D

id Labour trap
the Government
by supporting
HS2 in the second
reading of the Paving
Bill? Appearing before
the Commons Treasury
Committee in early
November, Professor
Henry Overman of the
LSE said the official
calculations used to justify the £50 billion
HS2 scheme were ‘essentially made
up’.  Professor Dan Graham of Imperial
College said “I don’t think this statistical
work is reliable” and Richard Wellings
of the Institute of Economic Affairs said
the scheme would cost £3000 for every
family. The Government was also criticised
for abruptly changing its justification
for the project from speed to tackling
overcrowding.
Letters to the Press remind us that
China has vastly more wilderness and open
space through which to drive 813 miles of
‘rifle barrel straight’ track, to HS1 currently
running at less than half  of the lowest of
the three original estimates for 2013. But
best of all was, perhaps, the suggestion
that it would be cheaper to move
Birmingham 20 minutes closer to London!
The 51M Summit on 5 November explained
the process for petitioning the Select
Committee in 2014, setting out grievances
and the remedies sought, and the general
delay it’s likely to cause.   
Anyone who doubts that the county has
the best engineering laboratories for young
people would be highly impressed by
Chiltern Hills Academy in Chartridge Lane.
The £10 million reconstruction of the school
has provided large classrooms for science,
engineering, crafts and history. It is a really
inspirational environment for learning
and is opening new opportunities for local
students.
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During the summer, Transport for
Buckinghamshire has been working to
improve local roads. Now that Chiltern
Ridges Division includes much of Chesham it
becomes harder to prioritise road schemes.
I’m pleased to say that, whilst a number of
our roads have been patched, the next road
to be resurfaced will be here in the villages.
More than £60 million will be spent on
roads over four years but a lot more money
will be needed to finish the job.
The County Council is studying proposals
for a Target Operating Model, delivering
many services through commercial
units, whilst retaining functions such as
safeguarding and commissioning in a
much smaller Head Office. Adult Social
Care is now completely delivered through
external providers with the opening of
Buckinghamshire Care. The task is to
reduce the cost of services further whilst
maintaining the quality of what we
provide. Through the Health and Wellbeing
Board, BCC and the Clinical Commissioning
Groups are developing plans for the
‘Integration Transformation Fund’ due in
2015/16 to deliver closer working between
Health and Social Care.
I would like to wish everyone a very
happy Christmas and a successful New Year!
Tricia Birchley (Chiltern Ridges Division)
01296 621138
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HAWRIDGE &
CHOLESBURY C OF E
SCHOOL
The last School year finished with the
production of Bugsy Malone, which was
enjoyed by everyone. Some parents even
came to see it on both nights! It was clear
to see that the staff and children had
worked very hard to make the production
the success it clearly was. The ‘splurge’
guns were used to excellent effect –
especially by the children on Mr Burgin
after the final bow.

D

uring the summer holiday some
of the old playground equipment
was replaced by a traverse wall: a
stage was installed to encourage role play
and two bug magnifying posts were put in
place. The children were delighted to see
this new equipment when they returned,
though the resident insects may not have
quite the same enthusiasm.
New members of staff have also come
to the school with Mrs Phillips as a full
time acting Head from Chestnut Lane,
Amersham and Mr Plimsaul remaining as
Executive Head from Brushwood School.
In addition, new teachers have come in to
Windmills and Year 1. Their welcome to the
new school was enhanced after eight days
when Ofsted announced – with a little over
12 hours notice - it was coming to inspect
the school.
The children in Key Stage 1 are looking
at famous pirates and how they lived
their lives and will be supported through
Treasure Island and Peter Pan stories.
Meanwhile Key Stage 2 children have
a topic of Ancient Greece, in varying
aspects, including the Greek Empire and
ancient Greek theatre. The children will
be developing non-fictional writing in
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this historical period and using the topic
throughout a number of different subjects
including art, geography, history and design
and technology.
Thanks to Mrs Phillips we have started
the new school year with an increased
emphasis on reading and writing
throughout all the school years. To support
this we have had a big investment, through
money raised by the PSA being matchfunded by a Government scheme, in new
books for guided reading. We have also
bought into the school library service,
which will ensure a continued variety of
books are in stock. As a last part of this
investment we have also signed up to the
Cambridge Penpals writing scheme which
will, again, benefit all years.
The sad news for everyone is that
Marc and Kerry at The Rose and Crown
have had to call it a day due to financial
pressures. Previous to this announcement
they had kindly agreed to help us out
with the Christmas dinner for the children
this year as our parent chef has moved to
Devon and the kitchen doesn’t have the
equipment to produce Christmas lunch for
170 children. To return home having heard
of their departure and  receive an e-mail
still offering their help and support for the
lunch goes to show how far reached their
support for the local community has been. I
would like to take this opportunity to thank
them personally for their help and support
over the last five years with the school and
the villages. I wish you both the very best
for the future.
Planning for the Christmas Bazaar has
already started and everyone is welcome
to join us on Saturday 7 December from
11am to 2pm. We have also organised a
school outing to The Elgiva theatre to see
the pantomime ‘The Wonderful Wizard of
Oz’ – another busy build up to Christmas
beckons!
James Morris
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Superfast Broadband for
Cholesbury Exchange
You may be aware that it is government
policy for 90% of the UK population to
have access to superfast broadband (2580Mbps) by the end of 2015. This will be
achieved by commercial firms funding
delivery to around 75% of households that
are in higher density urban areas, including
Chesham and Wendover. The Department
for Culture Media and Sport is funding
access for another 15% of households in
some of the more populous rural places in
Bucks. That adds up to 90% coverage, but
it leaves those on the Cholesbury Exchange
out in the cold.

H

owever, all is not lost. The
Department for Environment Food
and Rural Affairs (Defra) is now
providing funding to reach the parts that
other sponsors cannot reach. The case for
extending superfast broadband to the likes
of Cholesbury exchange subscribers has
been taken up by Bucks Business First (BBF),
which is an advocacy department of Bucks
County Council. An expression of interest
that BBF submitted to Defra received a very
encouraging response, which opens the
way for a detailed proposal for funding to
go forward.
The Cholesbury exchange area is one
of only two communities in Bucks selected
to participate in this bid. A small group of
locals is working with the Parish Council
and BBF on the detail of the proposal and
is driving it forward. They are working to a
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late December deadline for submission to
be included in the bid for project funding.
Success will lead to Superfast broadband
arriving here from around the end of 2015.
Since it is beyond the scope of this
article to delineate the technical details
of the project, suffice to say that your
broadband delivery would migrate out of
the Cholesbury exchange and travel on a
fibre optic connection via one of the four
green roadside cabinets which currently
distribute the telephone connections from
the exchange into individual properties.
This new type of delivery is known as ‘Fibre
to the Cabinet’ (FTTC).
What you can do to help now
For the proposal to be adequately funded
there must be substantial evidence of
community involvement supporting the
bid, which will be provided by the Parish
Council. In addition, it is paramount
that there is CLEAR EVIDENCE OF GREAT
ENTHUSIASM FOR SUPERFAST BROADBAND
IN THE COMMUNITY TO BE SERVED.
The raw data that will be processed to
prove this enthusiasm is real and will be
derived from the number of businesses
and residences that register via the link
provided at www.connectedcounties.org/
register. To be convincing, we would like
to achieve 700 expressions of interest
(representing every single line on the
Cholesbury exchange) to be registered on
that web site by 7 December.
To demonstrate the required
“community enthusiasm” we need to do
as the electors in Chicago have notoriously
Hilltop News

done – vote early and vote often. Although
we want every subscriber to register,
it is especially important that as many
business users as possible register, because
there is a heavier weighting for business
registrations. Anyone who uses Cholesbury
exchange lines for their own business
should register as a business user. If you do
any work at home for your employer using
the Internet, or if household members
need Internet access for educational
pursuits, use the comment box provided to
elaborate your needs. If you have already
registered as a personal user, please go
back and register as a business user if you
can justify it. If you are not sure whether
you or someone else has registered a
Cholesbury exchange line as an expression
of interest for Superfast Broadband, log
into the website and do it again. Duplicate
registrations will be corrected and business
user registrations will take precedence
when the raw data is processed to support
the bid.
There is no requirement for you to be
a computer or Internet user to register. It
is not relevant for these purposes. You are
Hilltop News

only saying, “How interesting it would be”.  
Anyone who does not have easy Internet
access to register should phone one of
these people to get them to do it for you:
Bill Ingram 758258, Chris Brown 758890 or
Isobel Clark 758987.
Although you will submit your name,
your business name, your local address
and postcode, e-mail address and local
telephone number, none of this personal
data goes beyond one person at Bucks
Business First. All he will do is add up
the numbers of personal (or home) and
business registrations after eliminating
duplications and out of area responses.
These two totals are all that will be
submitted with the proposal to Defra to
provide evidence high local community
support.
REGISTER FOR SUPERFAST BROADBAND
BY SATURDAY, 7 DECEMBER
Bill Ingram and Chris Brown
On behalf of the Cholesbury Exchange
Superfast Broadband Working Group
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HAWRIDGE &
CHOLESBURY
COMMONS
PRESERVATION
SOCIETY
Calendar for 2014
Thanks to enthusiastic support for this
new venture, the HCCPS Calendar for
2014 has been selling well. It was very
generous of Susie Bell to have volunteered
her publishing expertise to help us put
it all together, from the initial decisions
about content, to the size, layout, fonts
and format. With a very light touch, she
guided us through the whole process of
getting it into print. The printers, Orbit
Press of Chesham, produced the finished
calendars with speed and efficiency. We
would like to thank everyone who sent in
their photographs. We received a lot of
lovely images: choosing which ones to use
was fun, but inevitably we were unable to
include all of them. All the photographs
were taken in and around the Commons
by people with local connections, and
the selection of images gives a wideranging flavour of the area, celebrating
the landscape, natural history, people and
activities of the Commons.
The calendars are A5 and include a final
page for January 2015. They cost £10 and
are available from: Lindsay Griffin 758440
lindsaygriffin@yahoo.co.uk; Sue Phillips
757202 suephill@btconnect.com or Linden
Bevan-Pritchard 758750 bvanp@care4free.
net. Alternatively, they are also available
from Chiltern Motors and the Full Moon.
This is a new way for the Society to
raise money, which will be used to carry
out essential works on the Commons. If
you would like to buy a calendar, it would
be very helpful to let us know as soon as
possible, as we have to order them in large
batches. We don’t want to order too many
and not be able to sell them all.
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Work on the Commons
The first two working parties of the season
were aimed at improving the condition
of Pallett’s Pond.  On the second of these,
the Chiltern Society volunteers joined our
own workers, removing a lot of  grass and
reeds. Some annual, gentle management
of these native plants is beneficial to the
overall balance of species in the pond.
However, the battle with New Zealand
Pygmy Weed continues. As a reminder of
the vigour of this non-native plant, it forms
deep, impenetrable mats of foliage which
can completely overwhelm all other plants
and creatures that would otherwise be part
of a healthy ecosystem. In spite of leaving
the black plastic in place for longer than is
normally recommended, some more areas
of the pond were found to be colonised
by this rampant plant. This underlines the
importance of not transferring anything
from other ponds and particularly from
garden ponds that may have nonindigenous species in them. Although it is
regrettable that we will have to leave this
covering in place for even longer, the pond
is looking good, as the recent wet weather
has filled it up and submerged the plastic.
As a result, it looks better than it has for
some time.
The fortnightly Sunday morning
sessions are an enjoyable way of getting
to know neighbours and there are always
refreshments half-way through the
morning. The Society is very grateful to
all the people who come to help with
the many tasks that have to be done to
keep the Commons accessible to all. The
combination of path cutting, keeping
the rides clear of overhanging branches,
bracken cutting and scrub clearance are
all contributing to a more open feel. One
new helper coming to the working parties
is helping as part of his Duke of Edinburgh
Award.  
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Working Parties for December to
March 2014
Everyone is invited to join these Sunday
morning work-parties, which take place
from 9.30 – 12.30pm. Children are welcome
as well, but should be accompanied by an
adult. Hot refreshments and fruit cake are
provided by Lindsay Griffin. Even if you can
only help for an hour or so, this would be
greatly appreciated by the Society…
December 1st and 15th; January 12th
and 26th; February 9th and 23rd; March 9th
and 23rd.
We will be gleaning firewood from
forestry operations on Rays Hill until
Christmas and will then move to the open
areas in 2014. We will start on Cholesbury
Common opposite the Village Hall with
some cutting of overhanging trees and
others growing under the beautiful oak
in front of High Chimneys. If you are
interested to come and join us, let Isobel
know on 758987 or isobel.clark@cholesbury.
com and she will add you to the e-mail list
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she has for people interested in working
parties. She sends out a programme twice
a year and reminders before each working
party.
In the areas where forestry work has
been done, we expect many benefits. Not
only are the trees safer, but also growth
will be re-invigorated, creating a varied
age-structure throughout the woodland
areas. Certain woodland butterflies should
be attracted to the shelter of the sunny
glades that have been created, where
conditions for common food plants have
been improved. Tidiness that appeals to
our sense of order is not the best habitat
in which diverse creatures and microorganisms thrive. Leaving the brash on
the ground may look messy, but through
the action of myriads of small organisms
it eventually breaks down and returns
goodness to the soil. It also provides
some degree of protection for the freshly
emerging plants, which are attractive food
for grazing animals.
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After our warm Autumn, vigorous
regrowth is already under way. It is
noticeable that the trees that were cut
three to four feet above ground level are
regenerating well and the new growth is
out of reach of grazing animals. After some
management by the forestry workers, we
are following Forestry Commission advice
to allow nature to drive the processes
of change, rather than imposing our
own ideas about what we think ought
to happen. The work parties have been
collecting usable wood, but apart from that
we look forward to watching how these
areas develop without further interference,
perhaps with new species appearing, or
long-buried seed of ground flora reemerging.
Subscriptions
If you haven’t already done so, you can pay
your annual subscription of £10 per person
to our treasurer Ben Lewis, 7 Sandpit Hill
Cottages, Cholesbury Lane, Cholesbury
HP23 6NF ( 758 843).  Ben can also provide
you with an e-mail form if you wish to pay
by Standing Order. He can be contacted by
e-mail lewis.cholesbury@gmail.com.
Over the past year we have continued
with the acid grassland and heathland
management by cutting and collecting
grass in the best areas, but only cutting
the grass and bracken in the slightly less
important areas. We have cut the paths
and rides using the Society tractor and with

the help of volunteers. We have also been
able to carry out repairs to the tractor and
swipe to enable us to keep using them over
the years to come. £5 pays for enough fuel
for an hour of cutting using the tractor, so
every penny you donate helps us to keep
the Commons open for everyone to use.
AGM
At the time of writing this, we are
preparing for our AGM in mid-November.
As part of our evening, we will hear a talk
about British owls by Dave Short, from the
Buckinghamshire Owl and Raptor Group.
He will be bringing a Barn Owl with him, as
well as nesting boxes suitable for Barn and
Tawny Owls. We are hoping to collaborate
with Dave and have an owl box installed
somewhere on or near our Commons. Owls
are searching for potential nesting sites at
the moment and it could be that if we get a
box installed fairly soon, we will have a pair
of owls taking up residence and rearing
young next Spring. Dave’s contribution
will be to help us choose a good site and
to monitor the box over time, providing
us with information that will help us to
understand these mysterious inhabitants
of our countryside. We are inviting anyone
who wishes to contribute a little to buying
a box from Dave to make a donation to our
treasurer, Ben Lewis.  
Linden Bevan-Pritchard (on behalf of
Hawridge and Cholesbury Commons
Preservation Society)

Local History 
Group
The next evening
meeting is on Friday
6 December when we
will hear from local
historian, author, and member of LHG,
Wendy Austin about Tring Silk Mill.
The silk industry played a brief but very
important part in the economy of the local
area during the 19th Century.

O

n Friday 10 January we have been
very lucky to entice a renowned
expert to give us a talk on The First
Battle of St Albans which, it is generally
accepted, marked the start of the English
Civil War. We welcome Harvey Watson from
the Battlefields Trust who is a co-author
of the definitive book on the Battles of St
Albans.
Many of us will have had family visits to
Quainton Railway Centre over the years.
However, amidst the swirling steam and
smell of coal and grease, the interesting
history of Quainton is often overlooked. So
on Friday 7 February we have invited Ted
Cooper from Quainton Railway Society to
talk on Quainton and the Railways – also
marking the 150th Anniversary of the
Metropolitan Railway.
All meetings are at St Leonards Parish
Hall and start at 8.15 sharp with the Hall
open from 8pm.
You don’t have to be a history buff
to enjoy our meetings: they are as much
a regular opportunity to hear excellent
talks in the convivial surroundings of an

enjoyable social event. So if you are new
to the area or have just not got around to
coming, why not come along to a meeting:
just £4 on the night.
Membership is great value at just £10
for adults and free for those 16 years
and under. This includes eight evening
meetings, normally on the first Friday
of the month, plus a newsletter, other
member events and access to our archive
of photographs and other material
documenting the history of the houses,
people and events in the Hilltop Villages.
Chris Brown, 758890
e-mail: localhistrorygroup@cholesbury.com

Old Photos Restored
Professional retouching and restoration of old
or damaged photographs including mounting
and framing.

01494 758882

email: info@michaelspark.com
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HAWRIDGE &
CHOLESBURY
CRICKET CLUB
Pavilion extension

T

welve months
is a long time
in the life of
a cricket club! A
year ago the plans
for an extension to
the existing pavilion
were formulated:
to improve the cramped changing room
facilities, which had become inadequate
for the changed needs of the club. It was
expected to be a long and difficult journey.
The main reason for the extension was
the exciting growth of the junior section
of the club, requiring storage capacity not
envisaged when the pavilion was built in
1985. This need for accommodation was
compounded by adult cricketers requiring
space for their personal equipment, which
included, amongst other bulky items,
helmets and ‘coffins’ (large personal kit
bags).  
So, after having had plans prepared by
club stalwart John Noakes and submitted
to the Chiltern District Council for
approval, the journey began. Funding
was the big issue. The club had started a
building fund a year before and this, plus
healthy bar profits, generous financial
contributions from a few members of the
local community and small, but generous
grants from the Parish Council and other
Bucks institutions, gradually inched the club
towards its £15,000 goal. The clincher was
an agreement with the Bucks Big Society
Bank to provide a two year loan for £5,000,
underwritten by a number of the club’s
members. This was arranged through the
Bucks Community Foundation.
With the finance in place, Digger
Reading was given the green light to start
14

Club President Trafford Matthews receives a
certificate from Bucks Community Foundation’s
Catherine Miller

the building. Things then moved very
quickly, with Digger completing a very high
quality build, which blends old and new
quite seamlessly. Next, Mick Sargent and
Richard Vasey got to work, ably supported
by Dave Anderson, Ben Drane and a few
others, to paint, install the electrics and
furnishings, and build security shutters.
The final step involved the carpeting
of the extension. Out of the blue, Gordon
Elliott stepped forward and offered
to provide the carpeting, a wonderful
gesture from another member of the
local community. Gordon, who is not a
club member, had contributed to previous
pavilion improvements, so his long
relationship with the club is highly valued.  
All this hard work was completed in time
for an opening ceremony on the day of
the Colts Fun Day on 7 September. Trafford
Matthews, the Club’s President, fittingly
performed the traditional ribbon cutting.
Traff’s enthusiasm, support and provision
of building materials helped enormously
to achieve what has been a very pleasing
outcome, the benefits of which will be
appreciated for years to come.
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Spooky goings on at the Halloween Party

And if this was not enough, Traff then
offered to replace the existing paving
around the pavilion. This had suffered
considerably over the years, with many
of the slabs damaged to the point of
becoming dangerous. Before any one could
say “Hawridge & Cholesbury” the work had
all been completed by Dave and Gary from
Trafford’s brickworks team. As many people
have already commented: it’s a quality
finish to a successful development for the
community.  
Post season
Since the end of the season there have
been some interesting activities. The first
was a work party to prepare the field for
the winter. Then a social evening called
Phil’s Quiz Night, as members pitted their
knowledge against the unusual questions
raked up by Phil Wright. A new event at
the club was a Halloween Party, reflecting
the enthusiasm being generated by Colts
cricket at the club. Two parents, Dawn
Edwards and Nicola Baker took on the
task of organizing the event.  The evening
turned out to be great success, resulting in
Hilltop News

a lot of safe fun for colts and their parents.
Definitely an event worth repeating!
The final event for the season was
the Club Dinner & Dance, held at the
Chartridge Golf Club. Many club members
and friends enjoyed a memorable evening.
Linsey Cresswell, our hard working club
secretary, took on the lion’s share of this
organization.  
Andy Halliday, GB and England Hockey
Manager, brought his England Under 21
squad to the our pavilion for an overnight
team building exercise, interestingly named
Operation Overlord, which involved an
orienteering challenge at night. This event
builds on a relationship developed with the
national hockey team a few years back.
All news, photos and more can be
found on the club website, which is
hawridgeandcholesbury.hitscricket.com
The club also has a Facebook page,
available on application to club members
only.
Brian Ralphs
Chairman, Hawridge & Cholesbury
Cricket Club
15
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Local
care and
support

for example, when it is needed
out-of-hours. I have been in
situations where a patient has
had to wait hours for a doctor
to prescribe emergency pain
relief. It is distressing for the
patient and everyone involved.”
Rennie Grove Hospice Care
relies on donations because it is
a charity and it costs £6.5million
each year to help over 2,500
patients and families. Less than
15% of its funding comes from
the NHS and patient numbers
are increasing every year.

The founding charities that formed Rennie
Grove Hospice Care have nearly half a
century’s combined experience of caring
for patients with cancer and other lifelimiting illness and have supported more
than 20,000 local families to date. Iain
Rennie Hospice at Home and Grove House
integrated patient services in April 2010
and merged fully in April 2011. The charity
was renamed Rennie Grove Hospice Care in
April 2013.

T

he Hospice aims to ensure that
patients in our area can choose how
and where they want to be cared
for towards the end of their life. Excellent
palliative and end-of-life care is offered,
throughout day and night. This is achieved
through 24/7 responsive Hospice at Home
care; support for all the family from
diagnosis through bereavement; access to
other services at home and in Day Hospice
Rennie Grove Hospice Care  relies on
the public’s support for 85% of its £6.5
million annual running costs to keep giving
patients and their families the care they
need and the choice they deserve. Its 19
shops across Herts and Bucks are tasked
with bringing in £2 million this year. Thanks
to nearly 1,000 fantastic volunteers – who
donate more hours than any other hospice
charity’s volunteers, according to a recent
national survey - its profit margin of 45% is
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Hospice care at home

one of the highest for UK hospices.  
Barbara van Brummen is a Clinical
Nurse Specialist with the Dacorum Nursing
Team, caring for patients in their own
homes across Tring, Berkhamsted, Hemel
Hempstead and surrounding areas. As a
specialist nurse, with a Master’s degree in
palliative care, Barbara brings expert skills
and knowledge to the care of patients. She
consults with other healthcare professionals
and teaches staff nurses in her team.
Barbara also uses her nursing skills and
experience to deliver hands-on care. One
minute she might be discussing a treatment
plan with a patient’s consultant, the next
sitting at the bedside, looking after her
patient’s daily needs and finding time to
listen.
“We operate a shift system and I still
deliver hands-on care to patients, washing
them, administering medicines and setting
up syringe drivers,” Barbara says. “It’s also
very important because spending time
like that with your patient is when you
get the most valuable information. You
find out whether a treatment is effective,
what works and what needs changing. The
combination of hospice-at-home, hands-on
Hilltop News

Hands-on care
(Photos courtesy of Veronica Stewart
Photography)

care and specialist nursing that we are able
to deliver is so valuable. It is unusual, and,
for me, it is the best thing about nursing
with Rennie Grove. It is what makes my role
so special and rewarding. Working in the
community, you can develop a care plan
to suit the individual patient, spend more
time with patients and be flexible to their
needs.”  
Barbara is currently working towards a
prescribing qualification, which will help
her to improve patient care. “It will enable
me to prescribe emergency diamorphine,
Hilltop News

Anyone wishing to help can do
this by:
• making a donation at www.
renniegrove.org/donate
• taking part in an event
or organising your own
challenge or event on
its behalf.  Visit www.
renniegrove.org/supportus
• joining its dedicated team
of 1,500 volunteers at www.
renniegrove.org/volunteer
• donating good quality items
to sell in the 19 shops and
eBay store  www.renniegrove.
org/shops
You can contact the Tring office on:
01442 890222, or visit the website www.
renniegrove.org
Rennie Grove Hospice Care is a Registered
Charity No. 1140386.
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Winter news of Hilltop Pubs
In mid November, the Hilltop pub scene
was as volatile as ever it has been in recent
years. Apart from a steady state at The
Black Horse in the Vale, the others are less
stable. Kerry and Marc Heywood abruptly
locked up and left The Rose and Crown
early in the month. Cash flow management
is impeding service at The Full Moon,
The Bull is only of historical interest and
what is happening with The White Lion is
unpredictable from week to week. On the
bright side, we have begun to cover The
Old Swan in Hilltop News. This came about
in light of its successful relaunch as a local
pub with interesting food offerings.

A

fter a dismal financial performance
during the past winter Jane and Phil
Joel, with help from Phil’s parents
Karen and Mike, faced up to reality and
made The Old Swan a much more attractive
venue for locals. They restored a reliable
food service followed by employing Arron
Daniell in July to run the kitchen and
create interesting menus with appealing
presentation. Arron brings a high standard
of cuisine and sensible pub prices. With a
nominal limit of 26 seats in the dining area,
the maximum is realistically in the low 30’s,
assuming some are children and some are
in the bar area. Although every effort has
been made to accommodate all comers,
advance booking for meals is becoming a
necessity – especially Friday and Saturday
evenings and Sunday lunch.
Menus are seasonal with a six-weekly
rotation. Currently, there is a fairly
traditional pub Christmas menu in addition
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to the late autumn menu, and locally
sourced game is featured as it becomes
available. Sourcing is focused on a radius of
up to 10 miles, apart from fish that is fresh
from Billingsgate on Tuesdays and Fridays.  
Regular patrons of The Full Moon do
not need to be told that the pub chain
that manages it have imposed onerous
cash restraints on Amber Brand, who
has made the best of a tough liquidity
discipline. There have been shortages of
all expendables, including beer and gas to
the extent that loyal locals have pitched
in to help fill some gaps. When this piece
was written, the shortages had abated with
the expectation that the holiday season
will proceed merrily. For instance, Amber is
now allowed two dray deliveries per week,
which is an improvement on the recent
single delivery restriction.
Looking to the future, the hope is that
the tie to Admiral Taverns will cease when
their lease expires in August 2015. At the
moment, there are four layers of interest
trying to snatch the takings. These are the
owner of the freehold property, Admiral
Taverns with their tied beer pricing, the
pub chain that sublets from Admiral and
the demands of the daily operations for
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liquidity to pay staff and buy supplies.
After Mikey moved on, Lee has taken
over as the main chef, and there are
seasonal rotations of the menu now. In
addition, a Christmas menu will apply
during the holiday season and, for the first
time in 20 years, there will be a Christmas
Day lunch. Next day, there will be the
traditional Hawridge Boxing Day breakfast
beginning at 9am. To promote midweek
dining, there are special deals every
weekday except Tuesday with a pie night
replacing curry night on Thursdays.
After much posturing over the past eight
months, Trevor Barrett has conceded that
he would not be going through with the
purchase of The White Lion. Therefore, it
was back on the market as of the beginning
of November. Until a white knight dashes
in to save the pub, he remains in residence
surrounded by his familiar worldly chattels.
Since he is convinced that food service is a
loss-making enterprise for pubs, just ‘bar
snacks’ will be available from time to time.
In my July article, I described a process
whereby our Parish Council could seek to
preserve The White Lion as a ‘Community
Asset’ by application to Chiltern District
Council for protection from change of use
or dereliction under a new ‘Community
Right to Buy’ scheme. After deliberation
and consultation with other Parish council
secretaries, the PC decided that they
would not proceed on their own without
more overt support from members of the
community at large.
Apart from a Facebook posting and
an e-mail to their supporters, the reasons
why Kerry and Marc Heywood abruptly
abandoned their tenancy at The Rose and
Crown are not certain. However, it is clear
that fixed costs overwhelmed the viability
of their business. Foremost would be the
rent demands imposed by Enterprise Inns
with business rates adding to the burden.
Considering the good faith efforts Kerry,
Marc and the staff have made, it makes for
a sad loss.
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In early November, Chiltern District
Council refused a planning application for
change of use for The Bull from a pub/
restaurant to a kiddies’ day nursery for
the next three years. Their Decision Notice
cited “loss of an important community
facility”.  They added “concerns as part of
the application process included future use
of the building and the lack of certainty
regarding its use following the expiry of the
suggested three year temporary period”.
The Case Officer expressed concern that a
new permanent dwelling would be created
where the upstairs was once ancillary to
the operations as a pub. In light of the
appeals lost by Fortitude Investments over
similar issues, this decision reinforces a
robust attitude on the part of CDC toward
preserving the pubs that remain – especially
the last ones in villages or ‘settlements’.
Bill Ingram
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CHOLESBURY cum
ST LEONARDS
HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY

O

n returning from my travels in mid
October, the asters in my garden
were looking particularly splendid
and therefore I opened my garden briefly
one Friday evening before the clocks went
back. It had rained most of the day and was
very windy but many thanks to those few
hardy souls who braved the conditions, saw
the asters and other autumnal plants, drank
tea and ate cake and donated almost £50 to
the Sabre Trust, which promotes education
in Ghana. We handed over the money in
person and they were extremely grateful.
One idea that arose from this trip was to
try and source a water butt that could be
used for all stages of planting. Butt water
should not be used on seeds or seedlings or
young plants because of the risk of bacteria
or damping off. The butts (or rainwater
tanks) that we saw in Ghana had filters top
and bottom to try to keep the debris from
mixing with the water and drew the water
off from the middle of the tank.
Those of us who have left the seed
heads or tidying up until now will have
outdoor work to complete in January. For
others, there is the joyous task of reading
the seed catalogues and placing an order.
Personally, I find more varieties available
direct than through the garden centres. The
garden press will have recommendations
from among the new varieties but these
will not necessarily suit the conditions we
experience up here. More unusual varieties
can be sourced from smaller independent
companies. I had some success with
tomatoes in hanging baskets this year and
will try them again. You need a tumbling
variety. I also plan to sow another round
of sweet peas in early spring, which should
extend the growing season. Those I sowed
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last month germinated well and will shortly
go into the cold frame to over-winter.
Remember to check any fruits and
vegetables in store for rot or animal
damage and remove any damaged fruit as
soon as possible. If you have lifted dahlias
(and I always do) check that these are being
kept dry. Mine rotted last winter – possibly
because of the damp weather – and I
will try to keep the storage spot better
ventilated this year.
If you have insulated your greenhouse,
particularly if you do not heat it (which
will provide some air circulation) it is very
important to ventilate on warmer days.
This is especially so if it is packed with
your precious plants, which makes it more
difficult for the air to circulate.
Finally Christmas – what do you give the
gardener who seems to have everything?
My best recent present was a Japanese
razor hoe: sounds vicious and it is to weeds,
but I don’t know how I managed without
it. Other essential items are two good pairs
of gloves – one pair for heavier work where
fine finger work is not required but good
protection is, and one pair for the finer
work. You will still need a good hand cream
though.
For further information about
forthcoming Horticultural Society events
and membership contact Di Garner on
montana@cholesbury.net or phone 758347.
Sarah Tricks
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The Critical Moment
by the Reverend
David Burgess
Almighty God, give
us grace that we
may cast away the
works of darkness,
and put upon us
the armour of light, now in the time of this
mortal life, in which your son Jesus Christ
came to visit us in great humility, that in
the last day, when he shall come again
in his glorious majesty, to judge both the
living and the dead, we may rise to the
life immortal; through him who lives and
reigns with you and the Holy Ghost, now
and for ever: Amen. (The Collect for Advent
Sunday)

D

ecember 1st is the first Sunday in
Advent this year, and Advent itself
seems to be a season in a hurry. At
one level, of course, we’re striving to get as
much done as possible, to get everything
done in fact, before Christmas descends
upon us. We only have to go down to the
shops any time in December to appreciate
this.
But there’s also a spiritual urgency to
the season. The Advent Collect draws on
the words of St Paul: ‘Now it is high time to
wake out of sleep, for now is our salvation
nearer than when we believed. The night
is far spent, the day is at hand. Let us,
therefore, cast off the works of darkness,
and put on the armour of light’.
The New English Bible translates this
passage very well: ‘In all this remember how
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critical the moment is. It is time for you to
wake out of sleep’.
So to the Collect again: ‘Give us grace
that we may cast away the works of
darkness, and put upon us the armour of
light, now…’ We’re drawn away from God’s
gift and earthly presence in Jesus Christ
being a thing of the past and into the here
and now: now for me at the Vicarage at
10.34am on Monday November 11 2013, or
for you wherever and whenever you may
be reading this: it’s now that we’re called to
cast away the works of darkness.
During the course of Advent we look
back to Christ’s earthly life and forward to
his coming again, but we need to be wary
of falling into the trap of having nothing
going on in our present life. Something
decisive happened in history; something
decisive will happen beyond history; but
the risk is that nothing decisive happens
now. Unless we allow Christ to enter into
our hearts here and now – to visit us in
great humility – his story and what he has
to offer fails to come alive for us, remains
unfulfilled, and Advent becomes just a rush
towards Christmas once again.
So in doing away with darkness and
embracing light during Advent, may your
Christmas season be one where you focus
on the coming of Jesus Christ in the world
and into your own life.
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CHURCH SERVICES - December - January 2013/2014

	
  
	
  

DATE

DAY

1	
  Dec	
  

Advent	
  Sunday	
  

	
  
	
  

St John the Baptist
THE LEE

St Leonard’s
ST LEONARDS

St Mary’s
HAWRIDGE

St Laurence
CHOLESBURY

8.00	
  am	
  
10.00	
  am	
  

Holy	
  Communion	
  
Matins	
  

11.00	
  am	
  

Parish	
  
Communion	
  and	
  
Sunday	
  School	
  

9.30	
  am	
  

Holy	
  Communion	
  

9.30	
  am	
  

Christingle	
  

6.00	
  pm	
  

Parish	
  Communion	
  

10.00	
  am	
  	
  

Matins	
  

9.30	
  am	
  

Parish	
  Communion	
  

8	
  Dec	
  

Advent	
  2	
  

10.00	
  am	
  

Parish	
  
Communion	
  
With	
  Sunday	
  
School	
  

15	
  Dec	
  

	
  
Advent	
  3	
  	
  
	
  

10.00	
  am	
  

All	
  Age	
  Worship	
  

3.30	
  pm	
  

Nativity	
  Service	
  

6.00	
  pm	
  

Carol	
  Service	
  

11.00	
  am	
  

Parish	
  Communion	
  

22	
  Dec	
  

Advent	
  4	
  

6.00	
  pm	
  

Carol	
  Service	
  

6.00	
  pm	
  

Carol	
  Service	
  

9.00	
  am	
  

Quiet	
  Communion	
  

11.00	
  am	
  

Parish	
  	
  
Communion	
  

24	
  Dec	
  

Christmas	
  Eve	
  

3.30	
  pm	
  

Nativity	
  Service	
  

11.30	
  pm	
  

Midnight	
  
Communion	
  

-‐	
  

No	
  Service	
  

	
  
5.30	
  pm	
  
	
  

Carol	
  Service	
  

	
  

25	
  Dec	
  

Christmas	
  Day	
  

10.00	
  am	
  	
  

Parish	
  Communion	
  

11.15	
  pm	
  

Christmas	
  Family	
  
Service	
  

10.00	
  am	
  

Parish	
  Communion	
  

-‐	
  

No	
  Service	
  

	
  

29	
  Dec	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

5	
  Jan	
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12	
  Jan	
  
	
  

Sunday	
  After	
  
Christmas	
  
Christmas	
  2	
  
[celebrating	
  
Epiphany]	
  
Baptism	
  of	
  Christ	
  
and	
  Plough	
  
Sunday	
  

10.00	
  am	
  Joint	
  Four	
  Parish	
  Communion	
  at	
  St	
  Leonard’s.	
  
8.00	
  am	
  
10.00	
  am	
  

Holy	
  Communion	
  
Matins	
  

11.00	
  am	
  

Parish	
  Communion	
  
[no	
  Sunday	
  school]	
  

9.30	
  am	
  

Holy	
  Communion	
  

9.30	
  am	
  

Family	
  Service	
  

10.00	
  am	
  

Parish	
  Communion	
  
with	
  Sunday	
  School	
  

6.00	
  pm	
  

Parish	
  Communion	
  

10.00	
  am	
  

Matins	
  

9.30	
  am	
  

Holy	
  Communion	
  

19	
  Jan	
  
	
  

Epiphany	
  3	
  

10.00	
  am	
  

All	
  Age	
  Worship	
  at	
  
Lee	
  Common	
  
Methodist	
  

	
  
26	
  Jan	
  

Epiphany	
  4	
  

10.00	
  am	
  

Parish	
  Communion	
  

Vicar	
  and	
  Rector	
  
The	
  Revd.	
  David	
  Burgess	
  
01494	
  837315	
  
The	
  Vicarage,	
  The	
  Lee,	
  	
  
Great	
  Missenden,	
  
Bucks,	
  HP16	
  9LZ	
  
d.burgess@clara.net	
  	
  
Parish	
  Secretary	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
Peggy	
  Sear	
  
01442	
  863589	
  
peggysear@hotmail.co.uk	
  

	
  

	
  
11.00	
  am	
  Shared	
  Parish	
  Communion	
  at	
  Cholesbury	
  
	
  
9.00	
  am	
  

Breakfast	
  Service	
  

Churchwardens	
  
The	
  Lee	
  
Janet	
  Whittow	
   	
  
01296	
  624568	
  
janet.whittow@googlemail.com	
  
Rod	
  Neal	
  	
  
01494	
  837264	
  
rodandjane.neal@googlemail.com	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

St	
  Leonards	
  
Ann	
  Horn	
  
01494	
  758250	
  	
  
annhorn43@aol.co	
  

9.00	
  am	
  

Quiet	
  Communion	
  

11.00	
  am	
  

NOTES
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Mid-‐week	
  
Holy	
  Communion	
  
10.00am	
  at	
  The	
  Lee	
  
on	
  First	
  Wednesday	
  
	
  
Holy	
  Communion,	
  
Matins	
  &	
  Evensong	
  
Book	
  of	
  
Common	
  Prayer	
  
	
  
Parish/Family	
  
Communion	
  &	
  
Morning	
  Services	
  
Common	
  Worship	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  
Parish	
  Communion	
  

	
  

	
  
Hawridge	
  
Joan	
  Walton	
  
01494	
  758332	
  
Elizabeth	
  Tomlin	
  
01494	
  758214	
  
	
  
Cholesbury	
  
John	
  Farmer	
  
	
  
	
  
01494	
  758715	
  	
  
Jandb.farmer@btopenworld.com	
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CHOLESBURY
Holy Baptism
15 September 2013 – Blake Allan Hughes
Hawridge
Burial
7 November 2013 – Doreen Ann Brown
ST LEONARDS
Holy Baptism
3 November 2013 – Isobella Hope Fanton and Matilda May Fanton
Tan and David Strong celebrate

CHOLESBURY

T

he weekend
of 14 and 15
September was
busy at Cholesbury
church with three
events taking place.
Fortunately, all
managed to dodge the rain!
Firstly, the annual Ride and Stride event
for Bucks Historic Churches, on the Saturday
received 16 visitors. They came from Little
Kingshill, Amersham and The Lee - one of
whose cyclists was their church warden,
Rod Neal. Steve Davey again strode for
Cholesbury and, with Emily in her buggy,
he visited several churches, including the
remote Little Hampden and collected £65
for the Trust.
Saturday afternoon was the date chosen
by Tan and David Strong to celebrate their
25th wedding anniversary with a church
blessing conducted by David Burgess. Tan
became Mrs Strong in Bray and arrived in
Buckland Common in 1999. Twenty five
years ago, David was an engineer working
30

for Shell, from where he developed his
expertise in Environmental Engineering.
He now has his own consultancy and is a
visiting Professor at Oxford and Nottingham
Universities. Tan, at that time, was working
for the Roux Brothers at their Gavroche
restaurant. Today, floristry occupies much
of her time as she is an exhibitor at Chelsea,
judge at Hampton Court and won third
prize in the World Show in Boston, USA.
Tan is also a busy teacher of floristry and
brought her students to create exhibits in
church for the anniversary. As expected, the
result was spectacular with a theme entirely
in white. They have two children who
are both at university: Edward, age 21, is
reading Medical Engineering while 19 year
old Lily is studying Media.
Tan’s flowers were still stunning the next
day when Blake was brought for baptism
by parents Allan and Nicola Hughes. Blake
entered the world ten days late but it was
worth the delay to get the memorable
birth date of 10/11/12! After ten months,
Blake has now started to walk and we are
delighted to welcome him into the church.
Blake’s mother, Nicola, was baptised in
Hilltop News

Cholesbury on 2 June 1985 and, although
the family now live in Baldock, Nicola chose
Cholesbury for the baptism. A reception
was held at the home of Nicola’s parents in
Tring. The link with Cholesbury goes back
to the late Chris and Joyce Pearce and their
former neighbours in Sandpit Hill, Lola,
Alan and Heather, who were part of the
congregation that welcomed Blake.
A Bridge evening, using the Chicago
system, was arranged in Wigginton Village
Hall and attracted 80 players. Linda, Joan,
Rosemary, Brigid and Liz organised the
refreshments and met the challenge of
serving food in a full room of 20 tables.

Blake Hughes baptism
Hilltop News

Sandy ran the raffle and, with sales of wine,
the event raised £1,001 for church funds.
We are most grateful to Sue Fletcher who
sold most of the tickets, planned the event
and ensured a most enjoyable evening of
Bridge.
At the Shoebox service on 27 October,
we collected 17 boxes of Toys and
Household items for distribution in Eastern
Europe at Christmas. Thank you to all who
contributed gifts and joined the service,
which is our earliest opportunity to wish
Happy Christmas to all children.
Cholesbury church now has a bin that we
are filling for the Chiltern Food Bank.  The
Bank is part of the Trussell Trust which has
established a centre
in St Mary’s Church,
Chesham to distribute
food and essential
items to needy families.
Please help this work
with donations of
tinned food such as
fruit, meat and fish
and other household
items including
toiletries. Our thanks
go to Joan Barnard,
who is involved with
this busy charity and
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helps organise the distribution to families
and single people. Joan is our link to deliver
your contributions. The church is open most
days and almost certainly at the weekend.
A new design of Christmas card has been
created by Liz Green. The card is on show
in the church and can be bought from Liz
(758035) for 60p or £15 for 30.
Christmas is approaching and we will
hold our Candlelit Carol Service at 6pm
on Sunday 15 December. We will have a
full choir to lead our singing, with Bible
readings of the Christmas story. Mulled wine
will be served. We also have a communion
service on Christmas Day at 10am.

ST LEONARDS

T

here was a wonderfully
full church on Sunday 3
November to
welcome Bella and
Tilly Fanton into
the congregation.
Edward and Claire’s
daughters, Bella aged 9 and Tilly, who was
2, wore beautiful matching white dresses.
It was lovely to see Bella process down the

aisle holding her baptism candle and David
with Tilly in his arms as he introduced them
to us all. We congratulate all the family!
Remembrance Service – On Sunday
10 November, with the sun shining, we
gathered at the War Memorial to pay
tribute to those from our villages who
gave their lives in both world wars so that
we might remain free. It was a sobering
thought that at every church in the United
Kingdom, as well as elsewhere, similar
services were taking place. As the years
pass, it seems that our gratitude deepens
for these brave men and women.
Kevan Royle led our simple and sincere
service as he reminded us not only of those
who had died but of those who returned
damaged in both body and mind and of
the need to remember them as well. James
Nisbet laid a wreath on behalf of the Royal
Naval Volunteer Reserve and Ann Horn laid
the wreath on behalf of St Leonards. It was
good to see the church so full and to be
joined by a large group of cyclists and some
walkers who had met in front of the church
in order to be able to pay their respects
with us at the War Memorial.   They now
join us each year and we are delighted to
be able to share this important moment
with them.

Tea Party – Our Christmas get together
will be on Wednesday 11 December at
12.30pm, when we are having lunch
in the Church Room followed by light
entertainment in church, with a cup of tea
and cake afterwards! Do join us – whether
you are a ‘regular’ or whether you have
not been before. If you need a lift, just
ring Anne Lake (01296 620169) or Anne
Butterworth (758700).
Breakfast Service – Our particular thanks
to those of you who brought Shoeboxes
to the October service. A lot of time and
effort had been put into filling them and
David (who always manages to come in for
the last part of the service) was extremely
grateful and has made sure that they are
on their way to countries in Eastern Europe,
where Christmas is not necessarily the joyful
occasion it is here.
It is lovely to see so many of you each
month. It’s a great gathering with just
enough ‘new’ input to maintain interest
and support. We hope it’s a mixture of the
bacon butties and the content of the service
which results in a regular congregation
of at least 35 (and often more) on each
occasion. We particularly appreciate seeing
those of you who tend to stay in bed until
lunchtime given half the chance! No, not
you…We don’t meet over Christmas but do
join us again in the New Year on Sunday 26
January.
Christmas – All details will be in the
Christmas card included with this edition of

Hilltop News – but just to remind you, here
is what is happening at St Leonards…
Nativity and Carols – Sunday 15
December at 3.30pm. Christmas for the
children and their families really begins
here! There is an especially warm welcome
for all children in the village, so do let
Barbara Baddon (757238) know if you
would like to join in.
The Carol Service is at 6pm on Sunday
22 December. Starting with the children
processing down the aisle with their
candles, the age-old Christmas story with
carols is as meaningful as ever. Please do
just turn up to be a part of it - there are
plenty of candles!
Midnight Communion is at 11.45pm on
Tuesday 24 December.
On Christmas Day we have a family
service starting at 11.15am which is short
and simple – reminding us what it’s all
about and getting everyone home by just
after midday!
We welcome you all – and particularly
those who may be staying with family
and friends.

Bella and Tilly Fanton baptism
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HAWRIDGE

H

arvest - Hawridge
and Cholesbury
held a very
joyful joint Harvest
Thanksgiving Service
on 6 October, with a
presentation on the
meaning of Harvest by Jeremiah Puren, Liz
and Helena van Hullen, Maisie and Mollie
Bradfield, Ruby and Vincent Clifford and
Andrew, Jamie and Danny Carruthers.
In the evening we all sat down to enjoy
the friendship of our Harvest Supper in
the school. This was followed by the grand
auction of produce from the church with
Sue and James, our very expert auctioneers,
keeping us amused as well as encouraging
generous donations for our charities. They
were ably assisted by Guy, who kept good
account of the bids and money – not an
easy task! Our thanks to everyone for
making this such a happy event.

Supper with entertainment – We were
sorry to cancel this event, but it clashed
with bonfire night and a concert at The Lee.
We hope to arrange it again next year.
About 60 people gathered in church for
the funeral of Doreen Brown on Thursday
7 November. Doreen came from an old
established family who had lived in the
villages for many years. You can read
further about her in a tribute elsewhere in
this issue.
The Family Service on 1st December will
be a Christingle Service at the usual time of
9.30am. The collection will be given to The
Children’s Society.
Christmas Eve – We will be holding
our usual Carol Service at 5.30pm. This
is a good opportunity to join once again
in the singing of a selection of favourite
carols and to listen to the readings of the
Christmas Story.
Christmas Day – Joint Parish Communion
Service at Cholesbury Church at 10am.

CHOLESBURY-CUM-ST
LEONARDS W.I.

NEIGHBOURHOOD
WATCH

t is the end of the year and we shall
meet for our December party and enjoy
a Victorian Magic Lantern show. Then on
into the New Year and we can look ahead
to learning all about Liberty’s store and the
connections with our neighbouring village
of The Lee. This meeting will take place on
Monday 20 January and Will Phillips, the
Keeper of Social History at Buckinghamshire
County Museum, calls his talk ‘Liberty’s: the
story of a shop’. If you are coming along,
bring an item with a ‘Liberty’ pattern
with you.
On 17 February, Claudia Phipps will give
a presentation entitled ‘Carving my path
– a journey through contemporary glass
art’. Read more about this in the next issue
of Hilltop News. Many of you will know
Claudia, who was brought up in St Leonards
and continues to live locally.    
Put these dates in your new diary and
we look forward to seeing you. The 2014
Programme will be on the cholesbury.com
website, posters go up around the villages
and there will be reminders on Grapevine.
Carol Henry continues as our President and
is always happy to be contacted on 758435.  

he clocks have gone
back and the nights are
drawing in fast. The
Thames Valley Police website
has security advice where
you can pick up tips for keeping your home
secure. Here are a few low-cost or free
ways to do this, all of which will help
reduce the chance of your home becoming
the next target.
Visit a local retailer to pick up a 24-hour
segment timer for under £5. The timer can
be used with a lamp, radio or TV to give
the impression that someone is at home.
Remember to use an energy efficient
light bulb.
Register your valuables on www.
immobilise.com. This is free and takes just a
few minutes. If your valuables are stolen it
allows you to tell the police, your
insurer and the second-hand trade, to assist
in recovering your property and catch the
thief.
Keep valuables out of sight. Lock your
doors and windows and if you have a UPVC
door make sure you have double locked it.
Thames Valley Police can also be
followed on Twitter (Twitter@ThamesVP)
and you can give them a ‘like’ on Facebook.
Use 101 for non-urgent contact with the
police and 999 for urgent attention and to
report a crime in progress.

I

T

Shirley Blomfield (758314)
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HILLTOP NEWS nature notes

Vestiges of Ancient Customs in the
landscape and in our seasonal traditions

Looking back to some of my earlier
Nature Notes from 2004 I came across a
mention of some traditions associated with
celebrations at this time of year, which
owe their origins to now long-forgotten
customs and ceremonies. The importance
of two particular plants associated with
Yuletide and their presence in the local
landscape seemed worth researching in
more detail.

O

f all the Yuletide traditions, those
associated with mistletoe – its literal
meaning being ‘dung on a twig’ still has its place in our annual festivities.
However, the significance this mysterious
plant once held in customs and religions
has been lost. The quaint tradition of
kissing under the mistletoe has survived the
claims for ownership of Christmas festivities
38

by both religious and commercial interests.
However, what we play out today are but
the last remnants of the once dominant
beliefs in ‘plant magic’. Plant magic over
time evolved into herbalism which, in turn,
laid the foundations for both the systematic
approach to plant science and modern
pharmaceutical practice. However, an 18th
Century revival in Druidism also rejuvenated
a belief in the mystical qualities of plants
which had origins in medieval, if not earlier,
times and has survived through to today.
Mistletoe is found all over the British
Isles, but particularly favours the valleys
of the Scottish borders and the sheltered
damp lowlands surrounding the River
Severn. The latter is still at the core of the
apple-growing industry; a tree on which
the plant flourishes. With its unique habit
of magically springing up from nowhere,
favouring the uppermost boughs of ancient
fruit trees, there is no surprise how it
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became a favourite of wizards of Druidic
traditions.
How could a rootless plant without
obvious leaves spring-up but for possession
of some mysterious qualities? Without our
present-day knowledge that it has a semiparasitic lifestyle, obtaining vital nutrients
from the host tree, photosynthesises and
is spread by thrushes – and not just of the
mistle variety – ridding their beaks of the
sticky seed-infused liquor on rough bark, it
is not surprising it was a subject of curiosity
and the dark arts.
Aside from its connections with fertility,
it was favoured as a treatment for epilepsy
and could wither away tumours and warts
– not such weird efficacy when there have
been very recent clinically tested claims
that a distillation of the plant has been an
adjunct to the treatment of cancer. That it
can keep witches at bay,
serve as a diviner’s tool
for unearthing treasure,
and was capable of
protecting crops from
pestilence can only add
to its potency. Perhaps
it is not unsurprising
then that until the 1960s, ecclesiastical law
prohibited the presence of this plant inside
or nearby any church.
Until the 19th Century in country areas,
the belief in its powers to enhance fertility
was such that it was overtly worn on a
woman’s wrists, or more discreetly hidden
around her waist. Only slightly further
back in time a potion distilled from the
fruit was charged with proven aphrodisiac
properties. Given how seriously poisonous
the fruits are this is definitely not one to
be tried out! Today, we still acknowledge
the traditions and associations of Mistletoe
with fertility in a more refined, sanitised
manner by ‘discreetly’ hanging a sprig
and inviting, or stealing a kiss. Setting
alight the plant also formed part of rituals
that sought to ensure the fertility of the
soil, with a flaming ball of hawthorn and
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Mistletoe paraded across a prescribed
length of ridges and furrows.
In Buckinghamshire, the plant’s
occurrence is patchy. It has been found
growing on old lime trees in West
Wycombe Park and nearby on false acacia
in the Rye in High Wycombe. However, both
the drays of squirrels and irregular growths
due to insect and bacterial incursions can
easily be mistaken for the presence of
Mistletoe. If it is to be found locally it will
be most likely be on long-established apple
trees. However, superstitions have it that,
if found on an oak, you are a dead cert for
good fortune - a millionaire lottery winner
in our midst?
For Christians, holly acquired a special
place: being seen as a symbolic metaphor
for the ‘crown of thorns’. However, its
adoption also served to accommodate the
rites of the older, pagan
religions, which comprised
a welter of other customs,
traditions and superstitions
that have developed around
the mystic powers of holly.
To appreciate this heritage
better one first needs to
understand the important contribution
holly once made to the livelihood of rural
communities. Step back no more than 75
years and it was valued as an important
commodity: providing a year-round source
of fuel and a very robust material for
stock fencing. Furthermore, holly would
be planted and regularly coppiced on
woodland boundaries and in hedgerows to
supply these needs.
Holly is relatively slow growing and
a long-lived woody plant and, carefully
managed, will eventually turn into a
substantial bush or even medium-sized
tree. For this reason, at this time of the year
when hedgerows have lost their leaves,
one can be lucky and spot such an example
standing out in an otherwise bare strand
of bushes. Farming lore records that such
a distinctive feature may be used over
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successive generations as a sightline for
the ploughman. Elsewhere, trees would be
allowed to grow and stand out as boundary
markers or as waymarkers for the crosscountry traveller.
Superstitions and religious practices
surrounding holly reflect regional
variations. In Buckinghamshire it was
considered unwise to cut down a holly
tree for fear of the appearance of witches,
whilst in Sussex a holly in a hedgerow
prevented witches using them as highways.
Farmers in many areas would hang holly
above livestock brought inside for the
winter to ward off evil spirits. Meanwhile,
the medieval Yuletide tradition of placing
holly around the house was to prevent
witches from casting spells on those within.
The putting up and taking down of all
greenery was governed by customs and as
important was the display of holly berries
which were seen as, you have guessed, a
fertility symbol!
Today we have little evidence of the
importance that holly once played in the
local economy. No longer is it nurtured as
a scarce resource, and we are now more
used to seeing stunted bushes and the
woodlands overrun by rampant saplings,
limiting the diversity of plants that would
normally make up the groundcover.
However, despite the loss of traditional
farming practices, vestiges of the erstwhile
management of holly trees are still to be
seen in our hedgerows and woodland
edges. Once armed with knowledge of its
previous importance, it is possible to find a
few good examples locally.
So, these are two plants to look out
for on a winter walk. First, the glistening
brassy-green of the Mistletoe reflecting
the rays of the winter sun and second, a
solitary holly tree standing out proudly in
an otherwise defoliated hedgerow.
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100 Club
winners
September 2013
1st prize 	 £15.00  
Mr G Reynolds, Asheridge
2nd prize 	 £15.00
Mrs C Henry, St Leonards
October 2013
1st prize  	
£25.00
Mrs E Thwaites, Little Twye
2nd prize  	
£15.00
Ms H Burgess-Biggerstaff, Hastoe Row
3rd prize 	 £15.00
Ms J Harriman, Braziers End
November 2013
1st prize  	
£15.00  
Mrs D Amies, Aylesbury
2nd prize  	
£15.00  
Mrs N Baker, Little Twye

V V

V

Comments and questions as usual to
chrisbrown@rayshill.com
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In 2002 when her last remaining brother
died, Doreen and Ted moved back into
7 Chiltern Cottages, enjoying a number
of happy years especially in their garden
where Doreen was at her best giving Ted
his orders on what to plant and where to
put it!
Doreen loved the villages and never
wished to move far. It is perhaps fitting
that she died in the family home where
she was born.

FRIENDS OF ASHRIDGE
Christmas is coming and Ashridge is
here to help with the present and
food buying! The Christmas Fair is on
Sunday 8 December from 10am to
3.30pm, all around the Visitor Centre
on Monument Drive. You’ll find
festive foods, gifts and decorations,
and plenty of tasty choices for an
al fresco lunch (more fun than you
might think!). The National Trust shop
will be open, too, with its excellent
range of seasonal goodies.
Details of all events can be found
on the website:
nationaltrust.org.uk/ashridge.

Doreen Ann Brown
3 September 1939 – 16 October 2013

D

oreen was born at 7 Chiltern
Cottages.  She was the youngest of
ten children and had three sisters
and six brothers: a wonderfully large family
by today’s standards.
Life was difficult for the family because
Doreen’s father died when she was just
seven years old, leaving her mother to bring
up the family on her own. From about the
age of fifteen, Doreen, despite working
herself, helped her mother keep house
for the last of her three older brothers
who were unmarried. This strong sense of
commitment meant that she didn’t marry
Ted until just after her mother died in 1967.
Doreen and Ted set up home at Wick
Farm in Wigginton and lived there for
thirty years until the farm was sold in 1998
and they moved into a flat in the village.
Although Doreen never had children she
was a ‘mother’ for many years to her
unmarried older brothers – cycling over to
Chiltern Cottages five times a week to look
after them.
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Can our thoughts change our lives?
The power of our thoughts is not widely
understood outside the academic study of
psychology, but its significance is growing
as more people take an interest in this
fascinating subject. A better understanding
of how we think can make a huge impact
on our lives.

W

e process thousands of thoughts
each day as we go about our
daily routines, many being of
a conscious nature like: I must post that
letter when I get home. Thoughts can also
form patterns or habits and these typically
result in stronger feelings and emotions.
Happy feelings often arise when we have
optimistic or positive thoughts and sad
feelings come from more pessimistic or
negative patterns. Here our unconscious
mind has an important part to play.
Psychologists now believe that people
are born with an inherent set of genes
that determine our natural base level
of optimism or pessimism. However, the
human brain has an amazing capacity to
adapt and change if consciously stimulated.
Studies now show that people can learn to
think more optimistically through training
and the developments in areas such as
cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) draw
on this new knowledge.
Sometimes life events both good and
bad can trigger thought patterns which are
much stronger than the day-to-day ups and
downs we experience. Bereavement, health
problems, financial issues and similar events
can lead to periods of anxiety, stress and
even depression.  Often people don’t notice
the changes in themselves, or try to carry
on regardless.  
A sustained period of positive thought
can be hugely beneficial to our sense of
well-being and happiness. Getting a job
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promotion, making new friends, taking
up a new hobby gives us a lot of pleasure
but we can learn to actively create positive
thoughts at any time.
What if we could learn to increase the
amount of good/positive thoughts and
feelings we have and reduce the bad
ones? The vast majority of people exert
little conscious control over their thinking
patterns and consequently have to deal
with their emotions in the good times and
the bad.
With some training and understanding
it is possible to gain better control over
our thoughts and over time this can have
very positive effects in all areas of our lives.
We can improve our relationships, health,
finances and gain a sense of purpose in
life. The reason that many highly successful
people achieve so much in their lives is
mainly a result of how they think!  Some
of the greatest people in history have
consciously controlled their thoughts to
achieve their life ambitions.
We learn much at school, university
and through experience, but a simple and
better understanding of how we think is so
important if we want to achieve more in
our lives.
If this article has got you thinking and
you want to find out more, I am planning a
free seminar in St Leonards Village Hall: so
please contact me for more information.
We have also launched ‘Project Positive’
which is aimed at teenagers in the local
community to help them with exam
pressures, relationships and general life
preparation. We meet once every couple of
months and breakfast is provided free of
charge. If you have a teenager who might
be interested in this mentoring programme,
please also contact me.

Good Neighbours Group
Tea time get together and AGM
If you would like to know more about the
Hilltop Villages Good Neighbours Group
you are most welcome to come along
to hear what it’s all about at Cholesbury
Village Hall from 3.30pm on Thursday 12
December. The main focus will be to enjoy
a cup of tea a slice of cake and hear about
volunteering and carer developments in
Bucks. Everybody welcome! As we need to
record formally our activities once a year,
we will do this by dealing swiftly with an
AGM. The Group was formed two years ago
by a number of people living in the villages,
interested in getting more involved in
voluntary activities for the local community.
Severe Weather Car Scheme
The Car Scheme will again be operating
during periods of severe weather when
road conditions make it difficult or
dangerous to get around. It is there to
help local people meet urgent medical
appointments, restock essential food
supplies, collect urgent prescriptions, etc. If
there is a major snowfall during the day we
could also ‘rescue’ stranded villagers at local
stations or in the environs of the villages. If
weather conditions prevent social services

Pub Lunch Club
Due to The Rose and Crown not being open
for business, the Pub Lunch Club could not
meet in November. Until things get back
to normal we have decided to hold off
organising further lunches. Hopefully, we
will be able to get up and running again
as soon as possible in the New Year. In the
meantime, on behalf of everyone who
came along, I would like to put on record
our thanks to Marc and Kerry Heywood
for their hospitality and generosity, always
enthusiastically supporting the Pub Lunch
Club, and to wish them all the best for their
next venture.
Further information
If you would like to know more about,
or become a volunteer with the Hilltop
Villages Good Neighbours Group go to
www.cholesbury.com and follow the link
to Good Neighbours Group or contact
Chris Brown, e-mail: goodneighbours@
cholesbury.com or Phone 758890.

James Nisbet, 01296 624337 (St.Leonards)
jamesnisbet@btinternet.com
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reaching a client, and near neighbours are
not available, then volunteers may also be
able to help with certain vital tasks. If you
are unable to get out due to the weather
do not hesitate to call the number below.
Please draw to the attention of anyone you
know who might benefit.
Volunteer drivers who have 4x4 vehicles
or with winter tyres fitted will be available
daily from 9am – 7pm and there is a special
telephone number to use to contact the
scheme coordinators: 0845 8 735 737.
So keep this number handy by the phone
or, if out and about, on your mobile. We
would also welcome anyone with a suitably
equipped vehicle to become part of the
team. See contact details below.
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Hilltop (rescued) donkeys
Ann’s tale…
“What shall we buy your father
for his 50th birthday?” I asked the
children. “We know exactly what
he wants”, was the reply.

A

few days later on a bitterly
cold February morning,
I was heading down to
Kent with my neighbour Sally
Reynolds (see next tale) – our local
donkey expert. A month later
the excitement in the Bradfield
household was fever pitch, with
my husband oblivious to the
surprise about to arrive. His face
was a picture when a 4x4 with a
large horsebox inched up the drive
and the tailgate opened to reveal
two small, scruffy donkeys. The
boys had arrived!
Once we had had got Teddy
and Rolo into the field we had a
chance to inspect them fully. We
realised that, since we first saw
them, they had been neglected.
They were very timid and so
heavily matted in places it was impossible
to get a brush through their coats. More
worryingly, they looked thin and undernourished.
With the arrival of the vet we discovered
that they were also covered in lice. Rolo
suffered from hip dysplasia, which needed
a course of osteopathic massages, much to
the amusement of Teddy. Despite having
to be clipped, washed and massaged, they
gained confidence and trust and never
protested: most likely because they were
fed copious amounts of carrots and apples
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and digestive biscuits.
Now Teddy and Rolo are fully grown.
Their ears feel like velvet and they have
thick, healthy coats. Despite having been
cleared of lice, they still like to roll around
in the mud, especially just after being
groomed! They continue to devour carrots
and apples, which give them plenty of
energy to gallop round the field and
partake in their favourite activities: eating
the tractor seat, spooking the local horses
and knocking over the wheelbarrow when,
and only when, it is full.
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Sally’s tale…
In the summer of 1961, a few days after our
eldest son George was born, my brother
Tim arrived at the house with a donkey
foal, straight off the boat from Ireland. It
was lively - of course it was – it was covered
in lice. We named him Noddy.
Until we moved to Wood Farm in 1968
Noddy lived at Dundridge and, while there,
acquired a companion. How he got there is
a mystery. This ‘Friend’ lived another twelve
years with us, enjoying excellent health.
When he died, the vet reported that he was
at least 48 years old: the oldest donkey he
had ever attended. With Noddy on his own
again, we looked for another companion
and heard of another local donkey looking
for a home. Jasper and Noddy became
inseparable.
Between my two brothers’ families and
our own we now had nine boys of similar
age and often one or other would ask “can
we ride the donkeys?” This was inevitably
followed by “I can’t catch Noddy”. If I did
catch and saddle him he would canter
under the nearest thicket to try and
dislodge his rider. Donkey riding is more
fun for those watching than those on, or
under, the saddle!
Rescuing donkeys can become, if not
a lifestyle, certainly habit-forming. I was
phoned by an animal sanctuary looking for
a home for ‘Sophie and her foal’. Like a
fool I said “yes” and amused our vet, who
said there is no way that Ned, a long-haired
grey, is Sophie’s foal! Sophie is an ex-seaside
donkey and, as a result, disappears at the
sound of children. I understand this is
typical of donkeys that have lived a hard
life on the beach. The two are still with us
and were joined by Charlie, a dark brown
animal seeking a home after the death of
his owner.

Website
for the
Hilltop Hub
Following the success of the Hilltop
Hub e-mail group, which has provided
locals with an outlet to sell unwanted
personal goods free of charge,
Hawridge resident Simon Winter is
pleased to announce the arrival of the
Hilltop Hub website.
Described as a “Dependable directory
of recommended businesses based
in and around the Hilltop villages
and north westerly borders of
Hertfordshire”, the website, Simon
hopes, will become a proven source
of information for locals, and an
inspirational platform for businesses
serving the area.
“Having worked for myself for a
number of years” says Simon, “I know
how much effort it takes to build a
solid reputation. There are so many
great independent businesses in the
area that people just aren’t aware of.
I hope the website will give them the
exposure they deserve.”
To find out more, visit:
thehilltophub.co.uk
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Helping out at the
Chiltern Steam Rally
In July I decided to volunteer to help at the
annual steam rally in Prestwood, instead of
just going and enjoying an excellent, well
run local attraction.

I

turned up Friday afternoon to help
with the parking lay-out. Many of the
organisers had been there for several
days setting up. The Davis family allow the
rally to be staged on their farm, which is
an excellent venue, with plenty of room
for everyone to spread out. We worked on
until teatime then got cleaned up, to have
an entertaining evening in the beer tent.
The following morning I was up at 5am
as usual. I sat in the sunshine for a pleasant
hour, watching two pairs of red kites
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circling and soaring in the cloudless, blue
sky. By six o’clock the site was buzzing with
tractors, lorries and steam engines firing
up. It gave me a chance to walk around and
to talk to the owners and exhibitors as they
readied themselves for the public. By 10am
the whole place was buzzing!
There were static displays of traction
engines driving an open air sawmill, a
whole area set aside to road-making
and repair, stationary engines and classic
motorbikes. There was a large craft area
and an open air market where you could
buy anything from homemade sweets to
classic motor parts. At 10am the main ring
was opened and the tractors came in first.
They paraded around the ring one at a
time and the drivers were each interviewed,
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giving the crowd a potted history of their
vehicle.
This was followed by the miniature
steam engines - faithful reproductions of
the originals – then classic motorbikes,
commercial trucks and vans. An excellent
display of timber forwarding and loading
onto a pole trailer (above) was staged at
lunchtime. After lunch the vintage and
classic cars and light commercials were
displayed in the ring. The standard of
restoration of all the vehicles, large and
small, was brilliant, but it brings up the age
old question of, do you restore, or leave ‘as
found’? This question stirs a great deal of
friendly banter and discussion!
Then the big boys got their turn, the
traction engines! There were road rollers
and showman engines: about 40 of them beautiful moving works of art, which were
breathtaking! These amazing vehicles are
not just a hobby, they are a way of life.
Most of these engines have belonged to the
same families for years, being passed down
through the generations. They have to be
worked on and looked after all the time, be
kept roadworthy and serviced as they are
driven to the rallies that they attend. They
have to plan a route where they can pick
up coal and water on the way. Some can
take 2-3 days to reach a rally venue.
Because of the rarity of these vehicles,
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any part that may need replacing would
have to be handmade.
Obviously, these superb engines are
worth a great deal of money, but the
owners, by and large, are very happy to
allow children and parents to climb aboard.
At the end of the day, several of the engine
drivers stayed behind and allowed mums,
dads and children to have a ride around
the ring, and even steer these huge and
complex machines. Another interesting fact
about these engines is that they all have
names!
The Chiltern Steam Rally takes place
over two days and provides an excellent
weekend’s entertainment. It supports many
local charities including the Air Ambulance.
So, roll on 2014 and another great rally!
Mike Wallis
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Did you know?
Here are a few facts about Christmas you may not know…
• B
 efore turkey, the traditional Christmas
dinner in England was pig’s head and
mustard – wonder why it never lasted?
• G
 old-wrapped chocolate coins
commemorate St Nicholas, who gave bags
of gold coins to the poor.
• A
 round 60 million Christmas trees are
grown each year in Europe.
• In Britain, the biggest selling festive single
is Band Aid’s 1984 song ‘Do they know it’s
Christmas’, selling 3.5 million copies.
• A
 rtificial trees have outsold real ones
since 1991.

CURVACEOUS COOK

• A
 ccording to data analysis from Facebook
posts, two weeks before Christmas is the
most ‘popular’ time for couples to break
up. Christmas Day is the least favourite.

When I got the reminder message for the Christmas recipe, I was still sitting in the sun in Italy. I had just
had a wonderful Umbrian meal with my Italian neighbours and I thought I would pinch some of her ideas,
as they would go well on a buffet table of Christmas goodies, and can all be done ahead, leaving precious
time to spend with guests and family. They serve these as part of an antipasto extravaganza, with lots of
fresh white bread, and I have since used them all with other hot food and vegetables.

• If you add up all the gifts mentioned in
the ‘Twelve Days of Christmas’ they total
364: not quite one for every day of the
year.

Very Garlic Tomatoes
Of course you can make these less garlicky if you prefer!!!

• ‘A Christmas Carol’ was written by Charles
Dickens in 1843 – it took him just six
weeks!
• N
 orwegian scientists have decided that
Rudolph’s red nose is probably the result
of a parasitic infection of his respiratory
system – strange that’s not mentioned in
the song!

...and the dangers of Christmas
Over the past few years A&E has reported the following mishaps…
• B
 roken molars from trying to open beer
bottles with teeth.

A handful of sundried tomatoes, the really dry ones, not the ones from the deli counter.
Cover with water and a splash of any vinegar and gently bring to a simmer
for about 30 minutes or until soft.
Dry them off on a paper towel and lay on a lipped dish (or in a fridge box if making ahead of time) and
sprinkle on a good amount of dried oregano (better than fresh in this case), lots of roughly chopped garlic
(to 10 tomatoes we used about 5 cloves), a little salt and pepper, and then cover with olive oil, ideally a
virgin one. That’s it. Can be eaten immediately, or kept for a few days in an airtight container.
Marsala Mushrooms
Roughly chop or slice a big frying pan full of mixed mushrooms. We used dried porcini that had been
soaked for 20 minutes, small chestnut and some fancy supermarket ones. Have the pan hot, add the
mushrooms with salt and pepper and just a splash of oil, put the lid on and reduce the heat so they fry
in their own juices for about 5 minutes. Let the juices cook off without the lid and then splash in some
marsala. If you are brave (I am not!) put a match to it and flame off the alcohol. Throw in lots of freshly
chopped parsley and chives, and eat hot, or have cold later. They can also be warmed up over a low heat.
Pepperonata
I am not a great lover of peppers, but this has a lovely flavour, and is so simple. In a big pan gently fry in
some non virgin olive oil, a thinly sliced onion, and when soft throw in a big yellow and a big red pepper,
also sliced. Turn and cook gently for about 40 minutes until really soft, adding a teaspoon of sugar to bring
out the sweetness. All of the moisture they create will have cooked off, and you will be left with a jolly bowl
of red and yellow unctuous goodness. It is best when cold, but also good hot.

• S erious burns while trying on a new
jumper while smoking.
• C
 racked skulls after passing out in the
toilet.

In all my recipes I try to reduce the fat sugar and salt levels as much as possible, so you can use a lot or a
little, as you please.

• Injuries involving out-of-control Scalextric
cars.
• Broken arms following cracker-pulling
incidents.

Lulu Stephen: bellingdonm@hotmail.com

Be careful this Christmas…
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We welcome all news, letters and articles which are of general interest and relevance to
the Hilltop Villages. Material for inclusion in the February/March edition should be sent to
Graham Lincoln or Anne Butterworth (Church Matters) by 9 January latest.
Please note that photos sent online must be at least 2,500 x 1,750 pixels in size.
Editor
Graham Lincoln 758449  grahamlnc@aol.com
Co-ordinator/Church Matters
Anne Butterworth  758700  anne@churchcottage.eu
Advertising
Ann Horn 758250  annhorn43@aol.com
Design & Production
Michael Spark 758882  info@michaelspark.com
Distribution
Rosemary Pearce 758334
Printer
Strongs, Berkhamsted 01442 878592 info@strongs-printing.co.uk
Hilltop News is entirely non-profit making and is funded by advertising.
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Taylors Tools LTD
43-45 Hempstead Road, Kings Langley,Herts, WD4 8BS
01923 268355 www.taylorstools.co.uk
sales@taylorstools.co.uk
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